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I. I NTRODUCTION

The standard approach for teaching robots to communi-
cate via speech is by providing the structure, statistics, and
semantics of speech through a supervised, offline learning
process. This process imposes constraints like a high degree
of specialization to certain, predefined tasks. The resulting
system is very rigid and lacks the ability to acquire new skills
(e.g. words and their semantics). In contrast to this, children
acquire language through observation of adults’ speech and,
more importantly, in interaction with them. As a result their
speech capabilities are very flexible and can adapt to new
situations. Our research target is therefore to build a system
that can learn to acquire speech in interaction with humans.
The interaction aspect requires a hardware platform that can
engage in a natural communication with humans in real-world
environments. For this purpose we employ our humanoid robot
ASIMO (see Fig. 1). To provide the robot with human-like
speech communication abilities we are working on several
aspects of sound processing, scene representation, and learning
that will be outlined in more detail in the next sections.

Fig. 1. HONDA’s humanoid robot ASIMO modified to have human-inspired
outer ears to improve sound processing.

II. FROM SOUND LOCALIZATION TO SCENE

REPRESENTATION

In order for a robot to interact with a human partner,
it is necessary to provide the robot with a basic ability to
localize sound sources. This facilitates an orientation ofthe
robot (and its cameras) toward the human and improves sound
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source separation and auditory scene analysis. In contrastto
most state-of-the-art approaches employing microphone arrays
(see e.g. [1]), we are using a biologically-inspired binaural
localization approach that was shown to be effective even
under noisy conditions [2]. We also demonstrated that the
approach can be extended to both azimuth and elevation
estimation [3] (results shown in Fig. 2) and we are currently
investigating the potential of our system for source distance
measurement. In order to adapt to changing environmental
conditions, we are studying how sound localization systems
could recalibrate online - that is during normal operation of
the robot. These initial steps towards life-long learning and
adaptation would reduce the maintenance effort for the robot
substantially. First results have been presented in [4].

Inspired by recent work on auditory and visual attention
[5] we have introduced the concept of Audio Proto Objects
as an interface between audio processing and behavior control
[6]. We have shown that in addition to providing a substantial
benefit for localization, the framework can also be used to
perform a rough but flexible and reliable categorization of
sounds. This ability could be used e.g. to ignore background
sounds and to build up a representation of the auditory scene
(a step towards auditory scene analysis, [7]) in terms of sound
source positions and their characteristics.

Fig. 2. Localization performance for azimuth (inner solid line) and elevation
(dashed outer line) direction estimation. The plot shows themean localization
error (in degrees) of our binaural approach for different horizontal positions
around the robot.

III. N OISE SUPPRESSION ANDAUDITORY ATTENTION

Since we are using a humanoid robot as a platform, we
have to deal with the robot’s ego-noise. In general, humanoid
robots, due to their many degrees of freedom and considerable
onboard computing power, often produce substantial noise,
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especially when moving. This poses a serious challenge for
sound processing. We are using several approaches to deal
with this problem. Stationary background noise, as for exam-
ple from fans, can be taken care of by spectral subtraction
methods. The prediction and suppression of dynamic noise
(e.g. from motors) is currently investigated. For an outline
and first results, see [8].

To enable the robot to selectively concentrate on one aspect
of the environment while ignoring other sensory events, we
investigate different attention mechanisms [9]. An essential
top-down information is the current interaction status of
ASIMO which we determine based on feedback from the
vision system. When ASIMO neither sees an object in its
peri-personal space or a human in its inter-personal space
it assumes that nobody is interacting with it and ignores all
sounds around it.

IV. ROBUST SPEECHFEATURES

Robust speech recognition can be supported by the devel-
opment of speech features that are more tolerant to noise
and better adapted to the characteristics of speech than state-
of-the-art methods. Towards this goal we have investigated
how features can be learned data-driven. Based on inspirations
from neurobiology, i.e. the receptive fields in the mammalian
primary auditory cortex [10], and visual object recognition
models, we developed an acoustic feature extraction frame-
work. The approach uses two hierarchical layers and on each
layer we perform an unsupervised learning of spectro-temporal
receptive fields. When using this framework we see significant
improvements for the recognition in noisy conditions [11]
and could also show that an adaptation of the features to
different environments is beneficial [12]. We have also worked
on the robust extraction of pitch and formants under noise
conditions [13], [14]. Fig. 3 depicts the extracted formant
tracks for a speech utterance example. Furthermore, Table I
shows improvements of our formant tracking approach relative
to the different state-of-the-art methods [15], [16], [17]. The
results are averaged for speech disrupted by white, babble,and
car noise at signal-noise-ratios of -3 to 15 dB.
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Fig. 3. The extracted formants overlaid to the original spectrogram of the
utterance ”They all agree that the essay is barely intelligible.” are shown.

The performance of the pitch and formant extraction has
also been demonstrated in a parrot-like imitation scenario[18].
The specific setting is shown in Fig. 4.

TABLE I
RELATIVE IMPROVEMENTS (AND 95 % CONFIDENCE INTERVALS) IN % OF

OUR FORMANT EXTRACTION METHOD COMPARED TO[15], [16], [17].

Formant Praat [15] Snack [16] Mustafa [17]

F1 71.6 (+1.3;-1.4) 39.6 (+2.2;-2.3) 53.3 (+2.3;-2.4)

F2 55.4 (+2.7;-2.9) 29.1 (+3.2;-3.2) 16.2 (+2.7;-2.8)

F3 50.4 (+2.8;-3.0) 35.0 (+3.2;-3.3) 33.3 (+4.0;-4.3)

Fig. 4. Imitation in the parrot scenario. The system records human
speech from several meters distance, extracts pitch and formants, and finally
resynthesizes the speech using the extracted parameters.

V. AUDIO V ISUAL ASSOCIATIONLEARNING IN

INTERACTION

To demonstrate the potential of online speech acquisition in
interaction scenarios we have implemented a demonstration
system on our robot ASIMO, that is capable of acquiring new
words and their meaning in interaction with a human tutor [9].

The interactive learning system is designed to bootstrap
multimodal representations with minimal initial knowledge
and to enable a continuous development by learning in interac-
tion. Our system can learn associations like the one between
a cluster in relative visual positions, in which an object is
presented, and an arbitrary speech label for this position.

Initially the system has only very little knowledge. The
visual clusters and the speech labels are fully learned in
interaction. During a learning session samples in the different
perceptual modalities are accumulated. Within a session an
object with the property to be labeled is presented, and
matching speech labels are uttered several times. If no speech
models have been learned yet a new model is initialized with
the best matching phone sequence learned. In later learning
steps the current utterance is compared to the best matching
speech label and the best matching phone sequence. The
interaction with the tutor (from ASIMO’s perspective) is shown
in Fig. 5.

VI. SPEECHIMITATION

In order to allow a bi-directional speech communication
we investigate how words can be imitated using previously
acquired internal representations of speech sounds. To avoid
that the system simply replicates the tutor’s voice and to give
the robot its own distinct characteristics, we artificiallyimpose
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Fig. 5. Internal view of ASIMO when learning the relation between a speech
label and the position of an object.

constraints on the speech production that mimic those of the
vocal tract in humans. These constraints are chosen in a way
that the resulting voice has the characteristics of a child.This
requires learning a mapping between the tutor’s voice and the
system’s voice. For the imitation this mapping is learned in
interaction with the tutor. In contrast to the work of e.g. [19],
we are not using explicit models of the human vocal tract
but rather produce speech at the signal level directly using
a source/filter model similar to [20]. For the synthesis we
employ vocal motor primitives (formant trajectories) thatare
morphed for continuous speech output. Such formant config-
urations can be also extracted in interaction from the tutor’s
voice [14], [18]. Although the approach is currently limited to
the imitation of vowel sequences (filling in consonants with
the closest vowel), the system can imitate the tutor’s utterance
using its own voice [21].

VII. C ONCLUSION

The acquisition of speech — including the semantics of
an utterance — in an interaction scenario with a humanoid
robot requires a broad range of auditory capabilities. In this
article, we have described our previous and current effortsfor
developing those functionalities with a special emphasis on
adaptability and robustness to noise. We often take inspiration
from the development of speech capabilities in children and
brain-like information processing in general.

Although our system already exhibits a substantial array of
capabilities in different areas, more progress in the described
research fields and other related areas will be necessary before
robots can start to match the ability of children to acquire
speech.
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